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issue was settled, and it was that issue that disturbed the nation;
"tribute slavery" disturbed mainly big business and its hirelings.
It was that aspect of the result that was instantly seen in Germany,
and made his cabinet colleagues, when they received his report
on September 3, express their satisfaction that "the longing of
the occupied territories for the striking of the hour of freedom"
was finally to be fulfilled. At least he had made Germany free
from the last eternally resented visible sign of "servitude."
After victory came reaction. He returned from The Hague to
the sanatorium a man broken in body, and for the first time he
saw the shadow of approaching death above him. But the shadow
found the spirit still indomitable. A haggard wreck of his former
self, he flung medical advice angrily to the winds and lashed his
failing forces to a desperate effort to take him to Geneva for the
League Assembly. After The Hague he felt he must be there,
must speak for Germany. In the last speech which he was eyer
to deliver before that body, a speech punctuated with gasps of
pain and interrupted by two heart attacks, when the audience
shrank from looking at the tortured face bedewed with the sweat
of mortal agony^ he went over the old questions and confessed
sadly that hope had been disappointed. There could be no sudden
heroic achievement; only a long painful process of inch by inch
building up of mutual confidence between the nations to possible
achievement in the future, the toilsome, almost imperceptible,
work of little men in a little age. It was a personal confession on
the part of an idealist who had found faith insufficient to move
mountains because faith had not been shared, but not of an
idealist who had given up hope. There had been victory. There
had been gains—great gains. The task was now to conserve them.
The Hague marked a period; in the new epoch that was com-
mencing everything would have to be begun anew. The ship-
wreck for the moment of the greater vision made the lesser vision
grow in greatness. The new Europe must first be built in the new
Germany. He had thought to serve his country by serving the
world; he would now serve the world by serving his country.
And in that country there was raging behind him the foulest
campaign to which German Nationalism had yet stooped, fouler

